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Maybe you’re just starting out in your business, and you’re unsure of how to

market your brand on social media, in a PROFITABLE way. OR...

Maybe you already have a little traction and REALLY need those sales to start

coming in.

Either way, my Content-to-Profit, 30-Day Roadmap will help.

Be sure to grab the 30-day content calendar attached to this on the

Pixistock.com website in Step 2.

TRUTH MOMENT: When I started Pixistock in 2016, I had NO clue what I was

doing. I struggled to generate leads and sales for MONTHS.

A LOT has changed since then. 

After developing a social media content strategy

that focused on PROFIT, I began to drive leads and

sales in my business consistently.

No more crying over the algorithm changes.

No more posting like a maniac 24/7.

Instead, a whole lot of alignment and revenue in

my business.

If you have any questions about this roadmap.

make sure to ask inside my Facebook group,

#PSBRANDBEAUTIFUL. Let's hang out!

Cheers,

Alicia

Creator of Pixistock & Content-to-Profit

https://pixistock.com/free-content-library/
https://facebook.com/groups/psbrandbeautiful


Step 2:

Step 1:
Who in the world are you, and how can you help me?

That’s what your audience is wondering. There are so

many people your audience COULD follow, but why

would they want to follow YOU? If you cannot articulate

your value in a way that’s EASY for your dream client to

understand, you won’t be worth the follow.

What in the world do you OFFER (what you sell)?

Clouding your content with multiple offers, in multiple

categories for many different types of people is the

slowest way to make money in your business. The more

streamlined your offer is, the more your prospects can

easily invest. 

This is different from "promoting.” This strategy infuses

your content with a core offer, keeping it at the top of

your dream client's mind while using the power of

repetition and message consistency.

Rewrite your social media profile bios, from Instagram, to

Facebook, Pinterest, TikTok and more. Tell one, single

narrative across all your channels for brand cohesion.

At least 3x a week, speak to 1 singular offer within your

content. Don’t promote, just hint and tease at it to

constantly generate excitement and buzz.
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Step 3:

Step 4:

Who is your *DREAM* client? Who is the BEST fit for

your offer?

While there are many people who could be interested in

your offer, products or services, who is it really for? 

Knowing this will ensure that the people who DO invest

are the right fit and have a good experience on the back

end. This is who your content should constantly speak to.

What 3 major things does your *DREAM* client

struggle with the most?

Knowing your dream client’s pain points will create trust

and connection. They may have external problems like,

not being able to lose weight (as an example); and they

may have some more internal problems like, body

positivity and mindset issues. 

Your job is to figure this out.

Outline your *DREAM* client or customer. Who are they?

What do they do? How do they think? Profile them. Be

specific and niche down.

Write down the BIGGEST 3, internal and external

problems your dream client faces the most. What do they

need the MOST help with?
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Step 5:
What objections are holding your *DREAM* client back

from achieving results?

There are many reasons why people don’t take the

plunge or action. THIS is what’s stopping you from

getting more leads and sales. If your content does not

tackle their limiting beliefs and objections, then all it is is 

 fun, entertaining information. This type of surface content

will not set you apart from others in your industry. 

The job of your content is to constantly pull on your

audience’s mindset strings reminding them that the

solution comes by taking the next step with you.

MISTAKE #1: Speaking to too many groups of people. 

I get it, narrowing down your niche feels scary. But trust me when I say that

the numbers in your niche are actually A LOT of people - thousands, even

millions. Don’t be afraid to speak to a single, targeted group of people.

When you speak to too many people, creating content for them becomes

overwhelming. You get burnt out, trying to please a large variety instead of a

targeted few. You then feel like you have to publish more, to hit all of these

targets. But truth is, you only need 1 target: your DREAM client.

DON'T MAKE THESE CONTENT MISTAKES:

Outline 5+ objections your dream client may have when it

comes to getting the results that they want.
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MISTAKE #2: Not tapping into your *DREAM* client’s mindset. 

Your dream client already has thoughts, feelings and beliefs about where

they currently are and where they want to be. They may have even tried a few

things and failed. Anyone can post “how to” content. Anyone can post

products like yours. When you don’t work to shift the mindset of prospects

through your content, you blend in. Tap into their mind, be relatable and

make them feel like you’re on their side daily.

MISTAKE #3: Thinking that sales will just “happen.” 

This couldn’t be further from the truth - which is why most people get

discouraged by social media. Publishing a social media post is not the "end-

all-be-all.” In fact, it’s just the beginning. Now that you’ve got their attention,

it’s time expose a knowledge gap, in which they will want to seek out more

solutions. That’s where having a profitable sales machine OFF of Instagram

comes in. Do you have a way to nurture and convert followers off the app?

CRAFT YOUR 30-DAY PLAN:

Now that you know Who you are, Who you

serve, What you offer, Who is a good fit for it,

and Their problems and objections...

...NOW you can create, plan and share better,

more meaningful content. 

At first, figuring out exactly what to post can be

a challenge...
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Use the prompts calendar provided on the download page of the Pixistock

website to create 30-Days of profitable content. Each part of this starting

roadmap should be infused in all your posts. 

From your feed images, graphics and videos to the captions, you must keep

your dream clients top of mind in order to attract more of them to your brand.

Be relatable, tell YOUR story and speak from places of experience. Over time, and

with consistency, you’ll start to grow an audience of engaged fans. Have patience

and consistency!

PSSST!
It’s not too late to turn your content around and create a social media strategy

that gets you new clients month after month.

My premium program, Content-to-Profit + Pixistock opens up very soon, but in

the meantime, follow me on Instagram to get all of the free resources I offer! 

FOLLOW ON INSTAGRAM
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http://instagram.com/pixistock

